
FYCS Data Structure MCQ Bank 

1)A data structure in which linear sequence is maintained by 

pointers is known as______ 

a) Array 

b) Stack 

c) Linked list 

d) Pointer-based data structure 

 

2) Which of the following data structure works on the principle 

of First Come First Serve? 

a) Priority queue 

b) Heap 

c) Stack 

d) Queue 

 

3) Which of the following sorting algorithm is the slowest?  

a) Bubble sort 

b) Heap sort 

c) Shell sort 

d) Quick sort 

4) Which of the following is not a linear data structure?  

a) Stack 



b) Queue 

c) Linked list 

d) Binary tree 

5) Which of the following data structure permits insertion and 

deletion operations only on one end of the structure?  

a) Linked list 

b) Array 

c) Stack 

d) Queue 

6) A linear list in which elements can be added or removed at 

either end is known as 

a) Circlular queue 

b) Priority queue 

c) Queue 

d) Deque 

7) A dequeue operation removes an element 

(A) From the front of the queue 

(B) From any place in the queue 

(C) From the rear of the queue 

(D) From the middle of the queue 

8) Which of the following operation is not supported by a queue?  

(A) Inserting element at rear 



(B) Removing element from front 

(C) Removing element from middle 

(D) Removing element at the end 

9) An enqueue operation adds an element 

a) At any position in the queue 

b) To the front of the queue 

c) To the rear of the queue 

d) To the middle of the queue 

10) What are the advantages of arrays? 

a) Objects of mixed data types can be stored 

b) Elements in an array cannot be sorted 

c) Index of first element of an array is 1 

d) Easier to store elements of same data type 

11)  What are the disadvantages of arrays? 

a) Data structure like queue or stack cannot be implemented 

b) There are chances of wastage of memory space if elements inserted in 

an array are lesser than the allocated size 

c) Index value of an array can be negative 

d) Elements are sequentially accessed 

12) Elements in an array are accessed _____________ 

a) randomly 

b) sequentially 

c) exponentially 

d) logarithmically 

13)How can we describe an array in the best possible way? 



a. The Array shows a hierarchical structure. 

b. Arrays are immutable. 

c. Container that stores the elements of similar types 

d. The Array is not a data structure 

14) Which data structure is required to convert the infix to prefix 

notation? 

a. Stack 

b. Linked list 

c. Binary tree 

d. Queue 

15) Which of the following is the infix expression? 

a)A+B*C 

b)+A*BC 

c)ABC+* 

d)ABC+*/ 

16)If the elements '1', '2', '3' and '4' are added in a stack, so what would 

be the order for the removal? 

a. 1234 

b. 2134 

c. 4321 

d. 3241 

17) Which of the following principle does Queue use? 

a. LIFO principle 

b. FIFO principle 



c. Linear tree 

d. Ordered array 

18) Which one of the following is not the type of the Queue? 

a. Linear Queue 

b. Circular Queue 

c. Double ended Queue 

d. Single ended Queue 

19) The necessary condition to be checked before deletion from the 

Queue is__ 

a. Overflow 

b. Underflow 

c. Rear value 

d. Front value 

20) Pushing an element into stack already having five elements and 

stack size of 5 , then stack becomes 

a) Overflow 

b) Crash 

c) Underflow 

d) User flow 

21) In Linked List implementation, a node carries information 

regarding 

a)  Data 

b)Link 

c) Data and Link 

d) pointer 

 

22)  In a stack, if a user tries to remove an element from empty stack 

it is called _________ 



a) Underflow 

b) Empty collection 

c) Overflow 

d)Garbage Collection 

23) Which of the following case does not exist in complexity theory? 

a) Best case 

b) Worst case 

c) Average case 

d) Null case 

24) 1. The union of the sets {1, 2, 5} and {1, 2, 6} is the set 

_______________ 

a) {1, 2, 6, 1} 

b) {1, 2, 5, 6} 

c) {1, 2, 1, 2} 

d) {1, 5, 6, 3} 

25)  The intersection of the sets {1, 2, 5} and {1, 2, 6} is the set 

_____________ 

a) {1, 2} 

b) {5, 6} 

c) {2, 5} 

d) {1, 6} 

26)  Two sets are called disjoint if there _____________ is the 

empty set. 

a) Union 

b) Difference 

c) Intersection 

d) Complement 

27) The difference of {1, 2, 3} and {1, 2, 5} is the set 

____________ 

a) {1} 

b) {5} 



c) {3} 

d) {2} 

28)  Let the set A is {1, 2, 3} and B is {2, 3, 4}. Then the number 

of elements in A U B is? 

a) 4 

b) 5 

c) 6 

d) 7 

29) Let the set A is {1, 2, 3} and B is { 2, 3, 4}. Then number of 

elements in A ∩ B is? 

a) 1 

b) 2 

c) 3 

d) 4 

30) Let the set A is {1, 2, 3} and B is {2, 3, 4}. Then the set A – B 

is? 

a) {1, -4} 

b) {1, 2, 3} 

c) {1} 

d) {2, 3} 

31) The tree elements are called __________ 

a) vertices 

b) nodes 

c) points 

d) edges 

32) 4. What is the minimum height for a binary search tree with 60 

nodes? 

a) 1 

b) 3 



c) 4 

d) 2 

33) If the number of records to be sorted is small, then …… sorting 

can be efficient. 

A. Merge 

B. Heap 

C. Selection 

D. Bubble 

34) Which of the following sorting algorithm is of divide and conquer type? 

a) Bubble sort 

b) Insertion sort 

c) Merge sort 

d) Selection sort 

35) Which of the following problems can’t be solved using recursion? 

a) Factorial of a number 

b) Nth fibonacci number 

c) Length of a string 

d) Problems without base case 

36) Recursion is similar to which of the following? 

a) Switch Case 

b) Loop 

c) If-else 

d) if elif else 

37) In recursion, the condition for which the function will stop calling 

itself is ____________ 

a) Best case 

b) Worst case 

c) Base case 

d) There is no such condition 



38) The number of edges from the root to the node is called __________ 

of the tree. 

a) Height 

b) Depth 

c) Length 

d) Width 

39) The number of edges from the node to the deepest leaf is called 

_________ of the tree. 

a) Height 

b) Depth 

c) Length 

d) Width 

40)  What is a full binary tree? 

a) Each node has exactly zero or two children 

b) Each node has exactly two children 

c) All the leaves are at the same level 

d) Each node has exactly one or two children 

41) What is a complete binary tree? 

a) Each node has exactly zero or two children 

b) A binary tree, which is completely filled, with the possible exception 

of the bottom level, which is filled from right to left 

c) A binary tree, which is completely filled, with the possible exception 

of the bottom level, which is filled from left to right 

d) A tree In which all nodes have degree 2 

42) Process of inserting an element in stack is called ____________ 

a) Create 

b) Push 

c) Evaluation 

d) Pop 



43) Process of removing an element from stack is called __________ 

a) Create 

b) Push 

c) Evaluation 

d) Pop 

44) Entries in a stack are “ordered”. What is the meaning of this 

statement? 

a) A collection of stacks is sortable 

b) Stack entries may be compared with the ‘<‘ operation 

c) The entries are stored in a linked list 

d) There is a Sequential entry that is one by one 

45)  A linear list of elements in which deletion can be done from one end 

(front) and insertion can take place only at the other end (rear) is known 

as _____________ 

a) Queue 

b) Stack 

c) Tree 

d) Linked list 

46)  A queue follows __________ 

a) FIFO (First In First Out) principle 

b) LIFO (Last In First Out) principle 

c) Ordered array 

d) Linear tree 

47) Circular Queue is also known as ________ 

a) Ring Buffer 

b) Square Buffer 

c) Rectangle Buffer 

d) Curve Buffer 

48) A data structure in which elements can be inserted or deleted at/from 

both ends but not in the middle is? 



a) Queue 

b) Circular queue 

c) Dequeue 

d) Priority queue 

49)  A linear collection of data elements where the linear node is given 

by means of pointer is called? 

a) Linked list 

b) Node list 

c) Primitive list 

d) Unordered list 

50)  Linked list is considered as an example of ___________ type of 

memory allocation. 

a) Dynamic 

b) Static 

c) Compile time 

d) Heap 

 

51) Linked list data structure offers considerable saving in 

_____________ 

a) Computational Time 

b) Space Utilization 

c) Space Utilization and Computational Time 

d) Speed Utilization 

52) The optimal data structure used to solve Tower of Hanoi is 

_________ 

a) Tree 

b) Heap 

c) Priority queue 

d) Stack 



53) Which matrix has most of the elements (not all) as Zero? 

a) Identity Matrix 

b) Unit Matrix 

c) Sparse Matrix 

d) Zero Matrix 

54) Which of the following sorting algorithms can be used to sort a 

random linked list with minimum time complexity? 

a)Insertion sort 

b)Quick sort 

c)Heap sort  

d)Merge sort 

55) If there's no base criteria in a recursive program, the program will 

a) not be executed. 

b) execute until all conditions match. 

c) execute infinitely. 

d) obtain progressive approach. 

56) A data structure in which elements can be inserted or deleted at/from 

both the ends but not in the middle is? 

a) Queue 

b) Circular queue 

c) Dequeue 

d) Priority queue 

 

57) What is a memory efficient double linked list? 

a) Each node has only one pointer to traverse the list back and forth 

b) The list has breakpoints for faster traversal 

c) An auxiliary singly linked list acts as a helper list to traverse through 

the doubly linked list 

d) A doubly linked list that uses bitwise AND operator for storing 

addresses 



 

58) Array implementation of Stack is not dynamic, which of the 

following statements supports this argument? 

a) space allocation for array is fixed and cannot be changed during 

run-time 

b) user unable to give the input for stack operations 

c) a runtime exception halts execution 

d) improper program compilation 

59) Which of the following is the advantage of the array data structure? 

a. Elements of mixed data types can be stored. 

b. Easier to access the elements in an array 

c. Index of the first element starts from 1. 

d. Elements of an array cannot be sorted 

60) Which of the following data structure is more appropriate to 

represent a heap? 

(A) Two-dimensional array 

(B) Doubly linked list 

(C) Linear Array 

(D) Linked list 

61) Minimum number of fields in each node of a doubly linked 

list is ____ 

a) 2 

b) 3 

c) 4 

d) 5 

62) The elements of a linked list are stored 



(A) In a structure 

(B) In an array 

(C) Anywhere the computer has space for them 

(D) In contiguous memory locations 

63) A parentheses checker program would be best implemented 

using 

(A) List 

(B) Queue 

(C) Stack 

(D) Heap 

64) ………… is very useful in situation when data have to stored and then 

retrieved in reverse order. 

A) Stack 

B) Queue 

C) List 

D) Link list 

65)  If several elements are competing for the same bucket in the hash 

table, what is it called? 

a) Diffusion 

b) Replication 

c) Collision 

d) Duplication 

66) What is the load factor? 

a) Average array size 

b) Average key size 



c) Average chain length 

d) Average hash table length 

67) In simple chaining, what data structure is appropriate? 

a) Singly linked list 

b) Doubly linked list 

c) Circular linked list 

d) Binary trees 

68) Which of the following statement is not true about the doubly linked 

list? 

a. We can traverse in both the directions. 

b. It requires extra space 

c. Implementation of doubly linked list is easier than the singly 

linked list 

d. It stores the addresses of the next and the previous node 

69) Which of the following concepts make extensive use of arrays? 

 

A. Binary trees 

B. Scheduling of processes 

C. Caching 

D. Spatial locality 

70)  If ' h ' is a hashing function and it is used to hash ' n ' keys into a 

table of size ' m ' where n <= m . What is the expected number of 

collisions involving a particular key ' x ' ? 

A. less than 1. 

B. less than n. 

C. less than m. 

D. less than n / 2. 

71)  In circular linked list, insertion of node requires modification of? 

 



A. One pointer 

B. Two pointer 

C. Three pointer 

D. Four pointer 

72) In linked list implementation of queue, if only front pointer is 

maintained, which of the following operation take worst case linear 

time? 

 

A. Insertion 

B. Deletion 

C. To empty a queue 

D. Both Insertion and To empty a queue 

73) How many stacks are needed to implement a queue. Consider the 

situation where no other data structure like arrays, linked list is available 

to you. 

 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

74) If the elements "A", "B", "C" and "D" are placed in a queue and are 

deleted one at a time, in what order will they be removed? 

 

A. ABCD 

B. DCBA 

C. DCAB 

D. ABCD 

75) Which of the following is not a stable sorting algorithm? 

 

A. Insertion sort 

B. Selection sort 

C. Bubble sort 

D. Merge sort 

76) Which of the following is not an in-place sorting algorithm? 

 



A. Selection sort 

B. Heap sort 

C. Quick sort 

D. Merge sort 

77) What is the advantage of bubble sort over other sorting techniques? 

 

A. It is faster 

B. Consumes less memory 

C. Detects whether the input is already sorted 

D. consumes more time 

 

78) The complexity of sorting algorithm measures the …… as a function 

of the number n of items to be sorter. 

 

A. average time 

B. running time 

C. average-case complexity 

D. case-complexity 

79) The no of external nodes in a full binary tree with n internal nodes 

is? 

 

A. n 

B. n+1 

C. 2n 

D. 2n + 1 

80) A Binary Tree can have 

 

A. Can have 3 children 

B. Can have 1 children 

C. Can have 0 children 

D. Can have 2 children 

 

81) Which of the following is not an advantage of trees? 

 



A. Hierarchical structure 

B. Faster search 

C. Router algorithms 

D. Undo/Redo operations in a notepad 

82) The difference between the external path length and the internal path 

length of a binary tree with n internal nodes is? 

 

A. 1 

B. n 

C. n + 1 

D. 2n 

83) A ________ is a special Tree-based data structure in which the tree 

is a complete binary tree.? 

 

A. Graph 

B. Heap 

C. List 

D. Stack 

84) How many type of heap are there? 

 

A. 2 

B. 3 

C. 4 

D. 5 

85) Heap can be used as ________________ 

 

A. Priority queue 

B. Stack 

C. A decreasing order array 

D. Normal Array 

 

86) How many cases are there, which are used to compare various data 

structure's execution time in a relative manner? 

 



A. 2 

B. 3 

C. 4 

D. 5 

87) Which of the following is not a Characteristics of a Data Structure? 

 

a) Completeness 

b) Correctness 

c) Time Complexity 

d) Space Complexity 

88) Which case of data structure operation takes minimum time? 

 

A. Worst Case 

B. Average Case 

C. Best Case 

D. switch case 

89) Data items that cannot be divided are called as? 

 

A. Group Items 

B. Attribute and Entity 

C. Elementary Items 

D. File items 

 

90) Which characteristics shows that space required or memory required 

for the of operations of data structure must be as small as possible? 

 

A. Completeness 

B. Correctness 

C. Time Complexity 

D. Space Complexity 


